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2nd volume in the Techno-thriller series by Breakfield and Burkey,
shows that ‘good’ Bad Boys can win!
Even the good guys can get seduced by technology power

Dallas, Texas January 2, 2014 – Carlos and Juan are minding their own business, pirating satellite
communications, relocating drug lords and their wealth, and outsmarting the federales at every turn.
They have no idea that the quest for just one more jackpot will thrust them into situations that will
definitely risk their life and limb. Even Carlos’s Yaqui Indian studies may not be sufficient to save those
closest to him. When they cross paths with the R-Group, they learn they are not as clever as they
thought and may lose more than just the wealth they keep hidden in the Chihuahuan Desert of Mexico.
Jacob returns in this volume to uncover the illicit use of funds being moved to a Cayman Islands financial
institution where he delves into their dubious computer systems. Meanwhile, Petra and Julie set about
finding a Brazilian heiress, taking different paths to find a model who may be involved in far more than
just showing fashions on a runway. At several points during this fast-paced tale, the characters need to
make choices which could lead to terribly right or dreadfully wrong results.
As a sequel to The Enigma Factor, The Enigma Rising continues the tale of high stakes information
brokering taking readers to wonderful places appropriate to the storyline as well as bringing back many
of the old characters while introducing some new ones.
“Technology allows some communications to be cloaked in such a way that discovery is avoidable. We
use that as one key portion of this story,” said author Burkey. “We also wanted some villains to be
positioned to out-think authorities, or at least believe they have,” added author Breakfield. Author
Burkey chuckled and said, “These are a pair of great Bad Boys that we know our readers will be secretly
rooting for from the first chapter to the very end.” “Here again, we want to make certain our readers in
general do not take technology for granted, and we try hard to remain aligned to their ethical
upbringing. History, especially from World War II, helps in this story to define right from wrong,”
emphasized author Breakfield. The Enigma Rising (Create Space Independent Publishing Platform, 2014,
ISBN-13: 978-1493676897, 13.95, http://enigmabookseries.com/the-enigma-rising/ )
Breakfield and Burkey have spent the majority of their professional careers in the technology field. They
have written two previous technology non-fiction books and numerous white papers with a technology
freshness factor of months. They are now hooked on fiction with their Enigma Book Series. In The
Enigma Rising, they bring a fresh look at technology woven into a story of shady characters tied to drug
lords, and even shadier ones that take advantage of young women running away from home. The
Enigma Rising takes this as the premise to build a story of risk and reward depending upon who and
what you trust and believe in.

The lead characters, Carlos and Juan, lead a colorful life where they are leveraging their knowledge of
satellite technology, piloting skills, and relationships that keep them sliding over the line time and time
again. The R-Group, undoubtedly the most powerful information broker on the planet, helps to keep the
scales balanced between good and evil on the moral high ground.
Whether you enjoy technology or keep it at arms’ length, you will see how the challenges Carlos and
Juan meet causes them to rethink their best destiny and how to reach it alive. The Enigma Rising will
have you cheering for the Bad Boys and bringing you inside an adventure you don’t want to miss. Find
the sample chapters, a place to ask questions, places to purchase, reviews, a book trailer, and other
interesting details regarding the series and where it can take you at http://enigmabookseries.com/theenigma-rising/ “In this story, we see our friends and family in many of the new characters. We hope our
readers can relate to the choices our characters face in this story,” said author Burkey.

###
About Breakfield and Burkey:
Breakfield is a long-time technology geek who enjoys writing, studying World
War II history, travel, and cultural exchanges. He’s also a fan of wine-tastings,
wine-making, riding his Harley, cooking extravaganzas, and continues
developing his woodworking skills.
Burkey is a customer-experience technology-focused professional who has
a writing passion. She has written white papers and technology documents
but prefers the freedom of fictional writing. She is a fan of learning, travel,
family, outdoor activities, good food, wine sampling, reading, and friends.
They love telling a good story framed with the possibilities of today’s
technology and humor. They believe that ‘Tech·nol·o·gy (tekˈnäləjē) –
Today’s weapon of choice….’ Find them on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/TheEnigmaSeries/
About this Book:
Carlos and Juan have a sweet deal going, helping drug lords and their wealth disappear. A
chance encounter with the powerful R-Group changes their plans, lives, and loves forever.
The R-Group is, without question, the most powerful information brokerage firm on the
planet. Their ability to gather, analyze, and use information outstrips most nations. The
major powers of the world turn to these technologists with sensitive information
contracts.
Carlos and Juan are entrepreneurs with their own information-gathering "company." They've figured out
how to pirate satellite communications, an invaluable skill for their main business: relocating wanted
drug lords to locations well out of the reach of the authorities.
A series of unrelated chance events will bring the brothers and the R-Group together. Whether or not
the two very different organizations can effectively interoperate with each other is, at best, debatable.

Review Copies and Media Interviews:
For a review copy of The Enigma Rising or an interview with Breakfield and Burkey, please contact
Breakfield or Burkey at (214) 707-8035 or seriesenigma@gmail.com. When requesting a review copy,
please provide your name and street address.

